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About This Game

BlackSmith HIT – Hit the iron when it is hot! And show who is the real blacksmith!

Sarcasm mode on :-)

BlackSmith HIT is exclusive and interesting arcade game, which proffers ultra realistic hammering experience that features
stunning graphics, amazing animations and simple intuitive controls. Hammer the gold iron, toss away the cold ones and earn

amazing rewards by unlocking new levels.

BlackSmith HIT is promised to render dynamic strength of character in you and guarantees you tremendous satisfaction, only if
you are up for it. If you’ve what it takes to be a real blacksmith, your hammer awaits you, grab it and smash ‘em up hammer
man. All the earnest players who have the passion and zeal to compete, BlackSmith HIT has it all stored for you. Brand your

name among the best blacksmiths in the world.

As tempting as it sounds already, the game is reasonably simple. All you’ve to do is HIT and CATCH! HIT HARD AND PLAY
SMART! Your priority is to keep the anvil at the highest temperature. Well of course there’s a catch. To optimized the right

level of temperature toss the gray iron bars over your shoulder with the pliers in your hand.

Win maximum number of real gold horseshoe and accomplish as many as strokes you can. Your progress will embark a world
full of possibilities for the blacksmith. With every pre-defined sets of challenges you complete a new and bewildering

blacksmith character is unlocked. You have to unlock 13 surprisingly creative characters and 13 scenes tailored to them. Your
every move is important, and it is followed by a certain reaction.
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Features of the game:
- multiplayer mode only on Steam (for 4 Players!)

- be the best blacksmith in the world
- experience the astonishing graphics, amazing animations and splendid soundtrack

- choose from 13 awesome characters and tailored scenes
- earn gold horseshoes and you decide how to spend it

- try the addictive and intuitive gameplay
- gain bonus score in the HIT&HIT

- compete with others and check out your score on the global results

What are you waiting for? Suit up; let out the THOR inside you grab your hammer because you know you're worthy of it and
HIT LIKE A BLACKSMITH!
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Title: BlackSmith HIT
Genre: Action, Casual, Indie
Developer:
ENTERi
Publisher:
Forever Entertainment S. A.
Release Date: 5 Aug, 2016
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Funny game ^^. With mostly negative reviews I was going into it expecting poor content, but (not entirely) to my surprise I
found that I enjoyed this VN. Sure, it had a few flaws, but it was overall quite charming. My only criticism would be about the
pricing. I bought it on sale for a little over $2, which I think is a much more reasonable price than the original simply because of
the game's length. My favorite part? The artwork--the character artwork is beautiful.. This is a fast passed game that will surely
keep you busy for a while. It seems like a pumped up version of classic Sonic.. get good noobs. Much like a doughnut, this
quirky charming game is a sweet little treat that you didn't expect to make you so happy and leave you smiling for the rest of the
day.

Pros:
-Beautiful art style
-Unique and catchy soundtrack
-Addicting and satisfying gameplay
-Hilarious writing
-Gameplay that manages to be simple yet stays fresh as the story goes on.

Cons:
-I wish there was a restart level button in the pause menu, because twice I ran into minor glitches that kept me from completing
the level.. If you like the Virtual Villagers games then you will enjoy Gemini Lost. Fun little simulation game that you can play
for only a few a day.. If you don't have this game, you are missing out on something special!
It is super fun, original, well polished, hilarious, cute, etc...
It also loads fast, has nice graphics and challenging gameplay.
Don't waste any time, buy it now!
You will not be dissapointed.

If all games were as well done as this, the world would be a better place!
...A little Gem!. 0/10. This game will never be complete, and any money spent will go to a dishonest developer. DO NOT BUY
AT ANY PRICE!. i got windows 10 and the game worked! nice little game \u2665

ich habe Windows 10 und das Spiel funktioniert! Ein nettes kleines Spiel
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One of The greatest strategy games of all time from the series that invented games 1c. It's an excellent visual novel with great
story and characters. Recommended!

*p.s. trading cards would be cool :). KQ6 alone makes this all worth it. Surely the third game is also interesting, but KQ1-3 is
much better in their freely available fan remakes. I never played the fourth game, and the fifth one is utter shait. The seventh
game is somewhat tolerable, but feels too childish and outdated to be worthy of notion.

Again, the sixth game is amazing. Buy the collection, enjoy the sixth installation and treat the rest as silly extras. Along with one
awesome game you get a few interesting ones as well as a huge doze of gaming history. Should not be missed!. funny puzzle
game where you gather amber and crystals, playing with ancient cavemen, avoiding obstacles and enemies,
breaking rocks, or avoiding them so that a rock do not fall on you - i really enjoyed playing it. The real Dark Souls begins here.
This is a game?? It must be kidding me. Just press the buttons and forcus on the bar on the screen. I would never play such a
stupid boring thing even if I were 3 years old.

It is my first time to apply a refund on Steam. I just wanted to find something about Digimon in memory of my childhood.
Disappoint.. thanks for the linux version!
Also, Ubisoft please! Bring old heroes and AC games to linux and mac. Ty!. Love it.....

This is a keeper!
Short but sweet.
Clear picture with no chopping\/studders.
Fun new levels for each wave!!
Can't wait for more levels\/bellybots!
Needs a leaderboard mode.
Great game I would buy it again.. Fun and light game.. though is pretty buggy
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